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RADIUS TRIMMER FR156N

€281,94 (excl. VAT)

Radius trimmer, for trimming edges of PVC and veneer. Suitable for materials with a thickness between
2mm and 3mm. Using the right bits the machine can also process thicker material. Thanks to this

machine you can trim the four sides of a panel in one passage, both for chamfering and rounding. Ideal
for the manufacture of kitchen furniture or others containing the same type of edge. Standard delivery
with a router bit in high-quality carbide and radius 2 for making round edges. Including collet Ø8mm.

Motor equipped with electronic speed control. Using the automatic brake on the ball bearing, you avoid
damaging edges or panels. Use the optional CA56U attachment for perfect stability on flat surfaces.

SKU: VIR-FR156N
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Radius trimmer, for trimming edges of PVC and veneer. Suitable for materials with a thickness between 2mm
and 3mm. Using the right bits the machine can also process thicker material. Thanks to this machine you can
trim the four sides of a panel in one passage, both for chamfering and rounding. Ideal for the manufacture of

kitchen furniture or others containing the same type of edge. Standard delivery with a router bit in high-quality
carbide and radius 2 for making round edges. Including collet Ø8mm. Unique to this type of trimmer from

Virutex is the height control. Adjust the height of your machine with unparalleled precision thanks to the lever
and the rotary mechanism.

Motor equipped with electronic speed control. Using the automatic brake on the ball bearing, you avoid
damaging edges or panels. Use the optional CA56U attachment for perfect stability on flat surfaces.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Radius trimmer
For PVC, wood,...

For thickness 2mm-3mm
Four sides in one pass
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DESCRIPTION

Radius trimmer, for trimming edges of PVC and veneer. Suitable for materials with a thickness between 2mm
and 3mm. Using the right bits the machine can also process thicker material. Thanks to this machine you can
trim the four sides of a panel in one passage, both for chamfering and rounding. Ideal for the manufacture of

kitchen furniture or others containing the same type of edge. Standard delivery with a router bit in high-quality
carbide and radius 2 for making round edges. Including collet Ø8mm. Unique to this type of trimmer from

Virutex is the height control. Adjust the height of your machine with unparalleled precision thanks to the lever
and the rotary mechanism. Motor equipped with electronic speed control. Using the automatic brake on the ball
bearing, you avoid damaging edges or panels. Use the optional CA56U attachment for perfect stability on flat

surfaces.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 1,6 kg

Input Power 750W

No-load speed 14000-30000rpm

Collet 8mm


